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When Chen Dong entered the room. 

It was just in time to see Xixing hugging Barbara, an extraordinarily peaceful and warm 
scene. 

Looking at Chen Dong, his eyes drifted a little, but he still subconsciously raised his 
hand to signal the female escort to keep quiet. 

However, the change in his eyes only lasted for a second before he became firm again. 

Everything had changed after an opening had been opened in his memory. 

His identity, as well as the girl in his mind’s eye, would not allow him to stay in the Huns. 

Gu Qingying …… was still waiting for him to come home! 

“Uncle!” 

Ah Man saw Chen Dong and called out. 

This shout instantly pulled Chen Dong’s thoughts back to reality. 

Barbara broke free from Xixing’s arms and ran to Chen Dong, hugging his thighs, “Are 
you accompanying Barbara tonight?” 

Inquiring, Ah Barbara’s big clear eyes were filled with longing and anticipation. 

Chen Dong raised his hand and rubbed Barbara’s hair, smiling gently, “Of course.” 

“Hee hee …… Then Barbara wants to listen to Uncle tell a story tonight.” 

A rare smile appeared on Barbara’s pink puffy little face. 

This smile not only caused Chen Dong to freeze. 

Even Xixing and the female escort froze. 

Barbara rarely smiled! 

Not only in Chen Dong’s memory, but also in the eyes of Xie Xing and the female 
escort, Barbara had almost never smiled before. 



And at this moment, the scarred child, facing Chen Dong, finally revealed a childish 
smile that should have belonged to her at this age. 

“You’re back, how was your enlightenment?” 

Xixing got up and changed the subject, her gaze soft and comforting as she looked at 
Barbara, who still had a smile left on her small face. 

Chen Dong looked up and smiled, “It went quite well, I have already enlightened the first 
and second seat, and tomorrow I will be able to start enlightening the third seat.” 

When he first enlightened the 72 Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies, Chen Dong had 
concealed the inside story because he was too shocked to have the martial heritage of 
the first Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body in his memory. 

Now, it seemed that the thoughtless act at that time was the correct one! 

Even so. 

When Chen Dong’s words fell, Xie Xing and the female guard at the side also revealed 
a shocked look at the same time. 

“Two, two blocks? This, so fast?” 

The female guard raised her hand in defiance of her image and covered the front of her 
mouth, as if she wanted to scream and was forcing herself to hold it back. 

Xixing’s gaze also flickered. 

After the shock, ecstatic excitement surged out abruptly. 

The next second. 

Xixing stepped forward, wrapped her hands around Chen Dong’s neck, stood on tiptoe, 
and her red lips fiercely printed towards Chen Dong’s lips. 

Chen Dong, who was caught off guard, did not even have time to dodge before he felt a 
soft and silky warmth on his lips, and a tantalizing fragrance rushed into his nostrils. 

It was like an electric tingle that swept through his body along his lips. 

Even, with this sudden kiss from Xixing. 

It made Chen Dong’s heart feel as if it had been hit by a hammer, and suddenly stopped 
beating for a few beats. 



The mind, too, went blank in this instant. 

“Yah yah yah ……” 

Barbara’s little face changed and she hurriedly raised her hand to cover her eyes, but 
between her fingers, there were still slits left, revealing two dripping eyes, staring at 
Chen Dong and Xixing with thievery. 

The female guard, on the other hand, turned her pretty face away and hurriedly turned 
her back. 

Luckily, this kiss from Xixing did not last long. 

When the red lips left Chen Dong’s lips. 

Xixing’s red lips were mouthing, and she exhaled like an orchid, “Worthy of being my 
Xixing’s man, worthy of being the strongest man in our Great Snowy Plain!” 

At this moment, Chen Dong stood frozen in place. 

His mind was blank, and he somewhat did not hear these words of Xie Xing. 

It was just that when Xie Xing’s lips left him, an extremely strong sense of loss 
inexplicably appeared in his heart. 

However. 

Not waiting for him to come back from the loss yet. 

“Hm?!” 

Xixing’s eyes suddenly changed and hesitated for a moment before she once again 
stood on her tiptoes, her red lips slowly approaching Chen Dong’s lips. 

At this moment, Xixing could even hear her own heartbeat. 

Her eyes were rounded and all her attention was on Chen Dong’s face. 

She could even clearly catch the bewilderment and loss in Chen Dong’s eyes. 

Finally. 

Red lips fell on Chen Dong’s lips once again. 

Chen Dong’s body could not help but tremble a little. 



The feeling of loss that filled his heart disappeared instantly with the warmth coming 
from his lips, as if his heart was being filled. 

Warm, lubricated, with an exotic fragrance that refreshes the heart. 

A tingling like an electric shock that once again swept through the whole body. 

From the beginning to the end, Xixing’s eyes remained wide open, gazing at Chen 
Dong. 

As her lips met, the pupils of her beautiful eyes tightened rapidly, filled with surprise and 
horror. 

She hurriedly drew back a step and asked Chen Dong with some disbelief, “You, you 
……” 

“What’s wrong?” 

Chen Dong returned to his senses, still having that strong feeling of loss in his heart, but 
Xixing’s voice was what made him force that feeling down and look at Xixing in 
confusion. 

Xixing’s expression changed, seemingly shocked and happy. 

Her red lips were noisy, and for a moment she was unable to express herself. 

Instead, she raised her finger and pointed at her head, asking in astonishment, “You, 
your head doesn’t hurt anymore?” 

“Hmm?!” 

Chen Dong was stunned at once, his eyes drifting in confusion. 

He indeed did not have a headache! 

Compared to the first two times when his head hurt like hell, this time was simply 
bizarre! 

Not only did he not have that kind of resistance, but he even lost and resigned himself 
when Xixing’s red lips left! 

“Doesn’t it hurt anymore?” 

Shying Xing forced down the ecstasy and excitement in her heart and asked in a voice 
once again. 



The scene just now was like a dream in a trance. 

A kiss is the result of love. …… 

That’s why it gave Shying a feeling of unreality at this moment. 

The first two times, she gave up all her dignity and pride and willingly gave herself to 
Chen Dong. 

But the other party’s reaction was to trample her dignity and pride on the ground and 
into the mud. 

And just now …… finally gave Shying a glimpse of hope! 

Feeling Shying’s burning gaze, Chen Dong’s eyes fluttered terribly. 

His brow was furrowed, and he was also puzzled. 

The two kisses just now, what was going on? 

But it was happening right before his eyes, and concealing it was no longer possible. 

Chen Dong nodded, “I don’t know either, but my head really doesn’t hurt.” 

“Hahahaha ……” 

At this moment, Xie Xing jumped up in ecstasy, his laughter echoing through the room. 

The female guard on the side, on the other hand, was a little pale with fear. 

Goodness! 

How could the princess be so careless of her manners? 

Or was it a matter of male and female pleasure, not knowing shame? 

At that moment, a small hand grabbed the guard’s hand. 

The female guard looked down and saw that it was Barbara. 

At this moment, Barbara’s little face was full of seriousness, and she seriously said to 
the female escort, “Shame, shame, auntie, we have to take back.” 

Female escort: “……” 

These milky but extra serious words also fell clearly into Chen Dong and Xixing’s ears. 



Chen Dong was speechless for a while. 

Xixing also hurriedly stopped and restrained herself, her absolutely beautiful face 
flushed with redness as she quickly walked up to Barbarian and raised her hand to 
gently pinch Barbarian’s nose. 

“You little human, you know so much, don’t you?” 

Barbara wrinkled her nose, but shyly buried her head directly into the female escort’s 
body. 

Following closely. 

Xixing slowly turned her head towards Chen Dong: “Little Barbara knows all the things, 
hubby ……” 
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The tone of voice is delicate and ambiguous. 

With the slow turn of Xixing’s head, in a flash, ten thousand kinds of charm, charming 
and stunning. 

Even the light of the eyes, also in this moment …… soft like water! 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal 
on this. 

Chen Dong’s whole body is a little stiff, all tense, heartbeat thumping. 

The four eyes are facing each other. 

But they had different thoughts. 

I have to say, once a stunning beauty like Xie Xing gets charming, she can definitely be 
called the best in the world! 

She is so charming and enchanting, her bones are so natural! 

A smile can easily strike a man’s heartstrings and make his heart flutter. 

Without any pretence, it is the kind of woman that makes people fall into its charm and 
charm without even realising it. 

However, in Chen Dong’s mind, Gu Qingying’s appearance emerged at this moment. 



And, it was incomparably clear! 

It was at the same time that Gu Qingying’s face appeared in his mind. 

Chen Dong instantly had the feeling of having a pot of cold water poured over his head, 
and his entire body was shaken and his consciousness cleared up. 

When he looked at him again, he was no longer infatuated with him. 

Instead, it was a feeling of unspeakable guilt. 

It originated from …… the woman who was waiting for him to come home. 

Taking a deep breath. 

Chen Dong shrugged his shoulders, “The future is long, we have promised Barbara.” 

A word that was shrugged off without fail. 

He had agreed with Xixing to accompany Barbara tonight, so putting the matter off on 
Barbara would not cause Xixing to find out the end. 

Before the memory gap had been opened. 

Chen Dong was also convinced that he was Shisheng’s husband. 

As a husband, he should have fulfilled his duties, and for this reason he still felt guilty 
towards Xixing. 

Only now …… everything has changed! 

If you refuse outright at this point, without a headache to spare, perhaps a seed of doubt 
will have to be planted in Xie Xing’s heart. 

Shy Star’s eyes flickered for a moment, and there was clearly some loss and 
resignation on her charming and enchanting face. 

After hesitating for a moment, in the end, Xixing still collected her ten thousand charm 
and nodded with a smile, “Alright, I can’t dominate you for too long, otherwise Little 
Barbara would have to be disappointed.” 

As she said that, she was looking tenderly at Barbara in front of the female guards. 

She sympathised with Barbara’s plight, she pitied her, and she could not bear it. 



Chen Dong might not be aware of the state that Barbara was living in solitude in these 
days, but Xixing was. 

Nowadays, only this man in front of her could make this little girl, reveal her heart. 

“Thank you, Auntie Xie Xing.” 

It was also at the same time that Xie Xing looked at Barbara, who was also looking at 
Xie Xing, and said gratefully. 

Shying smiled gently, dotingly pinched Barbara’s nose and joked, “But Barbara has to 
promise Auntie that when Uncle accompanies Barbara for a few days, Barbara has to 
return Uncle to Auntie for a few days, yo.” 

“Good! Hook up!” 

Barbara smiled and lifted her right hand, making a hook with Xixing. 

As Chen Dong watched this scene, he was calm on the surface, but in reality, his heart 
had already tipped over a five-flavoured bottle – a mixture of flavours. 

Should I tell Barbara in advance about escaping the Huns in three days …… or not? 

On the great snowy plain, after the extreme night enveloped. 

The dividing line between day and night is not so clear anymore. 

But the hundreds of tribes have been multiplying for thousands of years and have long 
since gotten used to this. 

In order not to interfere with survival and work, the day and night are also strictly 
separated. 

“It was getting late in the night. 

In the room, it was warm. 

Chen Dong and Barbara were lying on the big, warm, comfortable bed, and Barbara, as 
if she were a daughter, was nestled in Chen Dong’s arms, her small, thin body curled 
into a ball. 

To Barbara, this might have added to her sense of security. 

The two of them were like father and daughter, snuggling together. 

Chen Dong, however, gazed deep into the ceiling, his heart always hesitating. 



Shying also respected the agreement she had made with him, so after pulling the hook 
with Barbara earlier, she left with the female escort. 

With Chen Dong’s knowledge of this corner of the palace where Barbara was located, at 
this late night, there should not be any patrols around. 

“Uncle ……” 

Barbara suddenly shouted softly. 

“What’s wrong? Barbara.” 

Chen Dong was still staring at the ceiling. 

“Does Uncle have something on his mind?” 

Barbara asked in a low voice. 

“Mm.” 

Chen Dong directly admitted that he did not have too much defensiveness towards 
Barbara. 

Even though, the two of them were in two separate worlds and different races of people. 

But the Barbarian in his arms was the only person who had given her light, who had 
given her hope when he was at his most desolate and miserable after his memory loss! 

In Chen Dong’s heart, he was already treating the innocent Barbara as a sister, or a 
daughter. 

“Can you talk to Barbara about it?” 

Barbara lifted her head and flashed her big eyes as she looked at Chen Dong curiously. 

Chen Dong was stunned. 

After a moment’s hesitation, he raised his hand and gently scraped the bridge of 
Barbara’s high nose, “Barbara don’t listen, uncle doesn’t want to share his bad feelings 
with you.” 

“If you don’t share it, uncle won’t be happy, Ah Barbara doesn’t want uncle to be 
unhappy.” 

Barbara said seriously. 



In the end, Chen Dong did not intend to tell Barbara directly, at least, not now! 

He looked at the ceiling and murmured, “Barbara, do you want to see the starry sky of 
another world?” 

“Another world?” 

Barbara blinked her eyes and asked in a somewhat confused manner, “That world, is 
there an Abba and an elder brother?” 

Chen Dong was silent for a while. 

They are in the sky, turning into stars to watch over you, and no matter where you are 
under the stars, they are always protecting Barbara.” 

Barbara nodded: “Then as long as Uncle is under whichever star, Barbara will follow 
under whichever star.” 

…… 

The latter two days were spent. 

All of Chen Dong’s energy was immersed in the seventy-two Heavenly Wolf Martial 
Paths in the Heavenly Wolf Academy. 

Time was too tight, and he could only strive to use this short time to memorise more of 
the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao body inheritance! 

The Hun King was even more excited and overjoyed after learning from Xixing’s mouth 
that Chen Dong’s speed in comprehending the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body. 

Although Chen Dong had already entered the secret chamber twice before this to 
enlighten himself, both times were extremely short and there were changes that 
occurred. 

This also compressed the real time for enlightenment into a very short period. 

To be able to comprehend two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies in quick succession 
for the third time, this talent was a step up from Kui Gang’s! 

No, it was far worse than Kui Gang! 

Excited and overjoyed, the Hun King no longer imposed a strict limit on Chen Dong’s 
time in the chamber. 



For him, and for Xixing, he naturally hoped that Chen Dong would be able to 
comprehend more of the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body in just two months’ time! 

The more he comprehended, the more his strength would improve, and the more 
certainty he would have in countering Huo Zhenxiao when the Hundred Clans came 
south! 

It was only that this unintentional interruption had led to Chen Dong’s plans. 

King Xiongnu City. 

Inside the tavern. 

Sound and lust, charming lights. 

The music echoed heavily, turning this “small space” into another world of drunkenness. 

As the night falls, some work becomes impossible and the taverns in the thirteen cities 
of the King’s Court are crowded with customers. 

What people can do, and what they like to do most, is to enter the tavern and exchange 
a drink with their friends. 

And at this moment. 

In the corner of the tavern, it was a different scene. 

A table for one, full of bottles of wine. 

A very different atmosphere from the lively and cheerful one inside the tavern. 

“Why? Why?” 

Kui Gang’s face was red and his drunken eyes were lost, and as he questioned in a low 
voice, a fierce anger steeped up on his face. 

“Why the fuck would it be him? Why the fuck not me?” 

Snap! 

He viciously smashed the bottle in his hand on the table, splattering the shards in all 
directions, and his right hand was even drenched in blood as it was cut with many cuts 
from the shards. 

At the same time. 



At the entrance of the tavern, two figures walked in. 

“Are you sure he’s here?” 

“Don’t worry, chief, we’ve been poking around for days, and that warrior is now 
dishevelled to the core!” 
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If we can get his help, then tomorrow will definitely go a lot smoother!” 

Wang Yu gently rubbed his nose, the gloomy solemnity on his face, but it was difficult to 
stretch out and disperse. 

Among the dark guards, everyone was once the best in the mercenary battlefield, and 
had also walked the guillotine once. 

There was no shortage of experience, naturally. 

They knew exactly how much danger they would encounter tomorrow. 

It could be a scene where the entire Thirteen Hun cities would be hard pressed with a 
small army of Dark Guards. 

Death, they were not afraid! 

But they were afraid that even if they all died, they would not be able to take Chen Dong 
with them. 

They had died once and their lives had been entrusted to Chen Daoling long ago, so 
after taking on the task of running to the domain to find Chen Dong, they were the only 
team of 100,000 people to cross the Qilian Mountains. 

The encounter with Chen Dong three days ago was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

If only Chen Dong had nodded, they would have been able to leave the Xiongnu City 
immediately, and now they were almost at Qilian Mountain. 

However, Chen Dong’s words had ruined the golden opportunity. 

Wang Yu and the others were not sure why Chen Dong had refused at that moment, but 
they were clear that their mission was to bring Chen Dong back to the domain at any 
cost to their lives! 



So, everything was for the sake of carrying out the mission. 

Lives, long ago, had been out of the question. 

Compared to three days ago, Wang Yu knew very well how dangerous it would be to 
take away a man who had just made a name for himself as the first person in the history 
of the Huns, a monument to his statue and an official title on the morrow. 

It was like pulling the teeth of a tiger! 

It is tearing the skin off the Huns! 

Purely with the dark guards hard, even if everyone puts life and death on the line, Wang 
Yu is clear that the success rate will be low to near despair. 

But …… if he could find that person and turn the inside man, perhaps the chances of 
success would be a few points greater. 

“It’s hard to say, but the former glory was plundered because of the appearance of the 
young master, such a sad shame, whoever else, probably also has a gap in his heart.” 

Zhang Chao walked inside together with Wang Yu, murmuring in a low voice as he did 
so. 

The conversation between the two, under the cover of the powerful music inside the 
tavern, could not be heard by anyone. 

Putting aside everything else. 

The prestige of being the first warrior of the Huns alone was known throughout the 
Huns. 

The title of the First Warrior changed hands and was definitely in the spotlight. 

And as the formerly revered First Warrior of the Huns, now that the halo has faded, 
everyone still knows him, but the awe is gone. 

In the past two days, there had already been rumours of the former number one warrior 
hanging out in taverns and getting drunk. 

So after getting the news, Zhang Chao snooped around non-stop and eventually …… 
found this place! 

The former glory of Kui Gang no longer existed, but after all, he was the last First 
Warrior of the Huns. 



The glory is gone, is to Kui Gang. 

But in the eyes of Wang Yu and Zhang Chao, Kui Gang was a pawn! 

If used well, inside and out, this former number one warrior of the Huns could still 
explode with awe-inspiring power. 

“Chief, over there!” 

Zhang Chao pointed to Kui Gang, who was grimacing and indignant, in the corner. 

Wang Yu’s eyes lit up and the two immediately swept through the crowd and walked 
directly to Kui Gang. 

“Get lost!” 

Before the two stood still, Kui Gang said angrily without even looking at them, “Get the 
hell out of here and leave me alone, although I’m not the first warrior anymore, breaking 
your necks is as easy as killing a chicken.” 

For the past few days, he had been in this tavern, drunkenly dreaming of death. 

He had also known what the purpose of the crowd approaching around him was for a 
long time. 

However, such harassment had been much lessened a day earlier, after he had had 
trouble containing his anger and had personally and publicly ended the life of a 
drunkard. 

Tonight, for example, a strange gaze swept by from time to time. 

But the only ones who dared to come forward were the two in front of them now. 

“You’re bleeding.” 

Wang Yu took out a handkerchief and threw it in front of Kui Gang. 

Kui Gang took one look at the handkerchief and his gaze froze. 

The handkerchief was of silk, which was common in the extra-territory. 

However, the pattern on the handkerchief was out of place with the hundred tribes of 
the Extra-territory, and clearly carried the style of the Extra-territory. 

Kui Gang raised his eyes and looked at Wang Yu and Zhang Chao. 



Because he was so deeply drunk, his eyes were covered in red blood at this moment, 
and the way he looked at the two of them was even a little lax and empty. 

“A dog in the domain?” 

Zhang Chao’s eyebrows were knitted together, his expression sullen. 

Wang Yu, on the other hand, looked as normal and patted Zhang Chao’s shoulder, “Go 
get another dozen of the best wine to cheer this brother up.” 

Only, without waiting for Zhang Chao to turn around, Kui Gang was cursing in a deep 
voice. 

“Damn domain dogs, your Master Kui is not cowardly enough to be on a par with you.” 

With that, Kui Gang spat out a mouthful of spittle onto the ground. 

Obviously, he showed great rejection and disgust towards the sudden appearance of 
Wang Yu and Zhang Chao. 

“You should bandage your wounds first.” 

Wang Yu pointed at Kui Gang’s blood-soaked hand, then slowly sat down. 

This action instantly caused the drunken Kui Gang to burst into rage. 

In an instant, a wave of qi burst out from Kui Gang’s body, blowing the messy bottles of 
wine on the table with a loud bang. 

Kui Gang’s face was as fierce as an enraged lion! 

However. 

However, Wang Yu seemed to have expected this, and when faced with the terrifying qi 
and killing intent emanating from Kui Gang’s body, he said lightly: “I’m not sure if I’ve 
seen this before. 

He said lightly, “Let’s talk about a deal!” 

“You’re worthy of that?” 

Kui Gang gave a fierce laugh, “Get lost or die!” 

Wang Yu remained motionless and leaned back in his chair instead. 

He was gambling! 



For the sake of Chen Dong, he could spare the lives of the entire Dark Guards, so how 
could he spare his life when facing Kui Gang at this moment? 

Seeing that Kui Gang was about to go on a rampage. 

Wang Yu slowly dropped a few words, “A deal that will make you the number one 
warrior of the Huns again!” 

Boom! 

A single word was like a great thunderstorm. 

Kui Gang’s fierce expression froze, his ears buzzing at this moment, and his confused 
mind was suddenly much clearer. 

His eyes began to focus and he shook his head hard a few times, before his gaze 
blazed at Wang Yu. 

Snap! 

Wang Yu was in no hurry and slowly and methodically picked up Kui Gang’s cigarettes 
on the table, lit one up, took a deep puff and let the smoke slowly exhale from his mouth 
and nose. 

Feeling Kui Gang’s fiery gaze, Wang Yu had a certainty in his heart. 

Just. 

“Heh!” 

Kui Gang shook his head and lifted his blood-stained hand to pat his head, “I’m damned 
if I’m going to get carried away, two Intra-domain dogs to make me the number one 
warrior again, what a damned joke, if I’m guilty, Sky Wolf can send down punishment, 
why should I let two Intra-domain dogs humiliate me?” 

“It’s not humiliation!” 

Wang Yu shook his head, “It’s a deal, a deal that can be mutually beneficial!” 

Kui Gang’s movements gave a start, lowering his head, his face full of drunken flush, at 
that moment his expression changed, his gaze even brighter and darker, hesitating. 

At that moment, Zhang Chao came over carrying a dozen of wine. 

After placing the wine on the table. 



Zhang Chao settled to one side, then Wang Yu, with a cigarette in his mouth, opened 
three bottles of wine, one for him and one for Zhang Chao, and then handed another 
bottle to Kui Gang. 

“Friends meeting, drinking a bottle?” 

Wang Yu said with a smile. 

Kui Gang, who had his head bowed in hesitation, suddenly had a firm gaze at this 
moment. 

He took the wine handed to him by Wang Yu, then clinked his head together with Wang 
Yu and Zhang Chao, and tilted his head to pour down most of the bottle of wine. 

With a bold wipe of his mouth, Kui Gang said in a deep voice, “Tell me what the deal 
is?” 
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There is no rush.” 

Wang Yu smiled faintly and pointed to his handkerchief and Kui Gang’s blood-stained 
hand, “Bandage it first, how can the next first warrior of the Huns be injured? In case the 
blood dries up and you die, a dead man can’t be the first warrior.” 

The words were teasing. 

Offhand, but straight into the heart of Kui Gang. 

That was what he …… wanted! 

Kui Gang nodded, picked up his handkerchief, and quickly bandaged his bloodstained 
hand. 

It was also during this process. 

Wang Yu and Zhang Chao looked at each other, and both of them smiled in satisfaction 
at the same time. 

Now Kui Gang’s reaction was exactly as Wang Yu had predicted. 

A man who was extremely unbalanced after the great transformation he had just 
undergone could not really expect much loyalty to remain. 

In the eyes of the Hun king, this Kui Gang, who had been robbed of the title of the 
number one warrior of the Huns, might have been insignificant. 



But in the hearts of Wang Yu and Zhang Chao, this man …… was precious! 

Stabbed at the vitals, the temptation of big interests, with the situation of Kui Gang at 
this time, will indeed have the heart to rebel against the inside. 

Soon. 

Kui Gang bandaged the wound. 

His eyes burned as he stared at Wang Yu, and at this moment, even Zhang Chao, who 
was on one side, he simply ignored. 

He was not stupid, he could tell at a glance who exactly was the leader of the two. 

“Now, it’s time to talk about the deal.” Kui Gang said in a deep voice. 

The powerful music covered it up. 

It made the sounds of this table, impossible to be heard by the bystanders. 

In addition, yesterday, Kui Gang’s drunken killing spree had frightened many people. 
Tonight, being in this remote corner, although the people around were curious, they 
were also afraid like ghosts and gods, and when they sat down, they all intentionally 
stayed away from Kui Gang, fearing that if they offended him, their lives would be lost. 

As a result, the corner where this table is located is extraordinarily secluded. 

The lights were dim. 

Although onlookers looked at Wang Yuhe and Zhang Chao curiously, they were unable 
to distinguish the two men’s appearance and identity. 

“We have to catch someone!” 

Wang Yu slowly exhaled smoke and took a mouthful of wine: “If you help us catch this 
man, we …… will let you regain the title of the first warrior of the Huns, and maybe …… 
even you will get more! ” 

“Who?” 

A blazing fire emerged in Kui Gang’s eyes. 

At this moment, both hands couldn’t help but clench their fists, their heartbeats banging 
faster. 

“A traitor of the Great Snow Dragon Riding Army!” 



Wang Yu said calmly. 

“A traitor of the Great Snow Dragon Riding Army?!” 

Kui Gang was surprised for a moment, then his face changed drastically and his pupils 
suddenly tightened, “That scum?” 

As the number one warrior of the Xiongnu, he was actually able to pry into Chen Dong’s 
background if he wanted to. 

In fact, when he was first called by the Hun King, he really had no idea who Chen Dong 
was. 

But afterwards, he investigated! 

It was also clear that the man from the domain who had taken away his title of the 
number one warrior of the Huns and was crowned with the supreme glory of the Hun 
triple crown, actually had a secondary identity …… Great Snow Dragon Cavalry Recruit! 

It’s just that the investigation is just that, an investigation. 

For the Kui Gang who was taken away the title of the first warrior of the Huns, even 
though he is still in the most important courtyard of the Huns, the reality is that the 
identity power has declined by a large margin. 

But it was precisely because of this clarity that the humiliating indignation at having his 
title taken away was all the more intense! 

Suddenly. 

Kui Gang’s expression became alert: “You …… are from the Great Snow Dragon Riding 
Army?” 

As soon as these words were spoken, this side of space, all of it, became solemn and 
murderous. 

It was as if invisibly, swords were shining! 

“Hehe!” 

Wang Yu laughed contemptuously, “Lord Kui Gang na, what do you think? Do you think 
that the Great Snow Dragon Cavalry would come all the way across the Qilian 
Mountains to chase you Xiongnu because of a deserter?” 

Kui Gang’s guard eased by a few degrees, but the way he looked at Wang Yu and 
Zhang Chao, he still had a few scruples. 



Wang Yu continued, “For the Great Snow Dragon Cavalry Army, such a price is 
unconscionable, burying a group of veterans because of a new recruit, will Lord Kui 
Gang, who also leads troops in wars, do the math?” 

“Indeed.” 

Kui Gang frowned and stared at Wang Yu: “Then who are you?” 

Wang Yu rubbed his nose, “We are a mercenary regiment, paid to do things, paid to 
play with our lives, what the Great Snow Dragon Riding Army cannot afford to pay, we 
dare to pay, what they are not willing to pay, we are willing to pay, where they dare not 
hunt, we dare!” 

As he spoke, Wang Yu straightened his body, and at this moment, his entire aura was 
as stern as if a sharp sword had been sheathed. 

The killing intent was washed out. 

The temperature in this small space plummeted to the freezing point! 

“If the Great Snow Dragon Riding Army can afford it, we dare to come and arrest him 
and bring him back to Zhenjiang City to be executed!” 

Words, killing intent. 

In this moment, Wang Yu was holding it all with great precision. 

Seeing Kui Gang’s gaze flickering, he was caught in thought. 

But Wang Yu slowly raised his bottle: “An enemy of an enemy is a friend, Lord Kui Gang 
was oppressed by that man and lost his glory, and we need that man to go back and 
chop off his head and receive a huge reward, can’t you and I still be considered 
friends?” 

Kui Gang slowly raised his head and gazed at Wang Yu in awe and suspicion. 

Meanwhile. 

Zhang Chao, who had been silent, slowly spat out a sentence, “We have taken him 
away, which also happens to clear the roadblock for you, Lord Kui Gang, this title and 
glory of the number one warrior of the Huns, if it does not return to Lord Kui Gang, who 
else can it fall into?” 

A single sentence, like a sharp knife, tugged at Kui Gang’s heartstrings. 

Kui Gang’s eyes abruptly became firm. 



But he raised the bottle, clinked it with Wang Yu and Zhang Chao, tilted his head and 
drank the remaining half of the bottle in one go, then opened another bottle again. 

Only, he hesitated again. 

“No, it’s too costly, that scumbag has won the favour of the princess and even walked 
out of the fighting cage, and now he has even added the triple crown of supreme glory 
to his body, making a name for himself in the history books of Xiongnu, and in the near 
future, he will even take my place and lead the allied army of the hundred tribes to fight 
against Huo Zhenxiao in the south.” 

Kui Gang’s gaze was sullen and hesitant, “If I help you, I can indeed let that scum die, 
but if things go wrong in the east, I will also die, it’s a gamble on my life!” 

“Life and death are destiny and wealth are in the hands of God! If you don’t gamble with 
your life, how can you have a ten-thousand-foot sky?” 

Wang Yu’s words were powerful: “When a man is born, he should set his mind on a 
swan. If he can stop it, why can’t you, Lord Kui Gang, lead the allied army of the 
Hundred Clans south against Huo Zhenxiao?” 

“I ……” 

Facing Wang Yu, at this moment, Kui Gang’s aura had shriveled up a notch. 

Wang Yu, however, revealed contempt at this moment, “Lord Kui Gang does not even 
have the courage to let go of the title, and is indeed unworthy of the title of the number 
one warrior of Xiong Nu, it is only natural that he was robbed of the title!” 

With a single word, Kui Gang’s expression changed abruptly to blue and red, and he 
was infuriated. 

But Zhang Chao moved closer to Kui Gang and spat out the wine in his mouth, slowly 
saying, “Lord Kui Gang, don’t you think that if this deal is really completed, the reward 
for Lord Kui Gang will not only be the title of the No. 1 warrior of Xiong Nu, but also the 
supreme glory of leading the army of the hundred tribes to fight against Huo Zhenxiao in 
the south. ” 

“Great!” 

Kui Gang’s gaze rose with fire as if he was longing for it. 

Moreover, he knew that if he really won the bet, in the future, there would be a great 
benefit! 

Shying away from the stars! 



And he …… would also get the cherished star and become the Xiongnu’s horse in 
harness! 

“Phew ……” 

Kui Gang exhaled a heavy breath of wine, and at this moment, there was no more 
hesitation on his face, replaced by an almost fierce and crazy smile, “Friend, I wish us 
…… a happy and successful cooperation.” 
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Phew ……” 

Chen Dong slowly exhaled a cloudy breath. 

The dense breath, due to the cold, was dense with a white mist visible to the naked eye 
in front of his mouth and nose. 

Looking at the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body in front of him, Chen Dong was 
somewhat reluctant: “Does it stop at this sixty-second Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao 
Body?” 

This murmur, if heard by others, would absolutely blow up his scalp in shock. 

Even if Chen Dong had purely relied on his memory and did not engage in 
enlightenment. 

But this kind of speed could still be considered terrifying! 

And Chen Dong, to his surprise, felt that it was still far from enough! 

In fact, every tenth seat of the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body at the back was a 
hurdle. 

Even for Chen Dong’s memory, it was still the same! 

For every ten Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies that he turned over, the amount of time 
Chen Dong needed to spend memorising them skyrocketed. 

From the previous time when it took an hour to memorise the fortieth or so Heavenly 
Wolf Martial Dao Bodies. 

To the latter, past the fifty-second, and now the sixty-second, the time consumed was 
skyrocketing in a straight line. 



Not only that, the further back he went, the more strenuous and obscure Chen Dong’s 
memory became. 

Every time the barrier of ten seats was crossed, the shock that came crashing down 
from the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao made Chen Dong tired of coping with it. 

Even with Chen Dong scrambling for time and sleep, by now, he had only just finished 
memorising the 62nd Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao body. 

Even so, after enduring the onslaught of the 62nd Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body, 
Chen Dong was covered in sweat and his lips were slightly white. 

His gaze slowly looked towards one of the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies behind 
him, and after enduring the shock of the 62nd Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body’s surge, 
he could still withstand and hold on as long as the increase in shock was not too great. 

To him, remembering one more Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body was to move one 
more storehouse of martial heritage treasures! 

Such an opportunity is once in a lifetime, and if he misses it, I’m afraid it’s impossible to 
have it again in the future. 

Offhand …… there is not enough time! 

“What exactly are the tricks on this Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao?” 

Chen Dong rubbed his nose, his tone full of helplessness. 

The long time spent memorizing the Sky Wolf Martial Dao Body had caused Chen 
Dong’s perception of the Sky Wolf Martial Dao Body to go from enlightenment to 
bewilderment, then to enlightenment after memorization, before the perception 
eventually returned to bewilderment. 

As the ranking of the Celestial Wolf Martial Dao Body increased, even memorising it 
became more and more difficult. 

It was as if there was an invisible imprisoning magic in the Skywolf Martial Dao body 
that was sealing off the memories! 

After mentally calculating the time, Chen Dong moved his muscles and bones: “Sixty-
two seats, it is considered a rich harvest, the trigrams do not dare to count all the fears 
of the Heavenly Dao, really let me finish remembering, perhaps there are other 
variables again, just ……” 

Chen Dong’s gaze finally fell on the seventy-second Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao. 



He had memorized the martial heritage of sixty-two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies, 
and had also roughly crystallized how strong the impact of an increased ranking of 
Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies was. 

Only the seventy-second one! 

That mountainous impact was, in Chen Dong’s mind, already far beyond what the 
remaining seventy-one Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies could match! 

Even, Chen Dong surmised that the impact of the seventy-one Heavenly Wolf Martial 
Dao Bodies combined might not even be far better than the seventy-second one. 

“What kind of martial heritage does the seventy-second Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao 
Body hold? What kind of metamorphosis would it be if one really enlightened all 
seventy-two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies?” 

Chen Dong’s gaze flickered, filled with fire, and his heartbeat thumped. 

Only, he was clear. 

In the history of the Xiongnu, there was simply no one who had enlightened all seventy-
two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies! 

This was what he had learned from Xixing’s mouth! 

With thousands of years of prosperity, the 72 Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies had 
stood at the peak of the martial dao of the entire Great Snowy Plains, becoming a 
martial dao boundary! 

When Chen Dong heard this from Xixing, he also wondered why there were seventy-
two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies, since no one had comprehended all seventy-
two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies. 

You know, combining the strengths of a hundred clans to refine the essence of the 
martial dao, this is not something that ordinary people can do! 

At least one must have a knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the hundred 
tribes in order to refine the seventy-two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies. 

The other side of the coin is that Xie Xing doesn’t know either! 

Even …… the history books of the Huns have been obscure and secretive about the 
origin of these seventy-two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Bodies, making it difficult to trace 
them. 

It was already “daylight”, the day he had agreed with Wang Yu and the others. 



He could not delay any longer! 

With that, Chen Dong walked out of the secret room. 

“Greetings to the prince-in-law!” 

The two guards immediately bowed their heads and bent down respectfully. 

All of the Heavenly Wolf Courtyard knew about Chen Dong and the privileges that the 
Hun King had opened for Chen Dong under his great joy. 

In the Heavenly Wolf Courtyard, the only person who could enlighten the Heavenly Wolf 
Martial Dao Body without any time limit! 

In the past two days, Chen Dong had immersed himself in the secret room, enlightening 
the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body, and had long since become the focus of 
everyone’s discussion in the Heavenly Wolf Academy. 

Walking along the walkway, all the way to the main path. 

Chen Dong was about to walk towards the outside of the Heavenly Wolf Courtyard 
when suddenly, his gaze stared. 

The straight and long main pathway was able to see the entrance of the Heavenly Wolf 
Courtyard at a glance. 

At this moment, apart from the two guards at the gate of the Heavenly Wolf Courtyard, 
there was also a tall and lofty figure standing by the gate. 

Kui Gang? 

Chen Dong’s heart sank to the bottom of the valley, if he was pestered by this guy, 
perhaps today would be a troublesome day! 

Chen Dong pretended to go on as usual and stepped towards the gate. 

From time to time, he looked askance at Kui Gang at the gate, but he could clearly 
perceive that Kui Gang’s gaze was always locked on his body. 

This feeling of being watched made Chen Dong feel like he had been locked by a wolf 
hunting in the snowy plains. 

“Stand still!” 



Just as Chen Dong swept past Kui Gang, Kui Gang, who had been silent, suddenly let 
out a stern shout, “Master of the team, this extremely cold night, don’t you even say 
hello to me? At least I am also your defeated general.” 

Chen Dong’s eyebrows knitted together and hostility flickered in his eyes. 

He knew that Kui Gang had a grudge against his presence. 

The title of the number one warrior of the Huns had changed hands, and it was a direct 
stab to Kui Gang’s heart. 

Only, he did not expect to come across Kui Gang at this critical moment today! 

“Lord Kui Gang, words are serious.” 

Chen Dong pulled the corners of his mouth and said to Kui Gang with a smile, “We are 
all Huns, we are all in the Heavenly Wolf Academy, why do we need to say such 
things?” 

“Huns?” 

Kui Gang pulled the corner of his mouth, but under the shocked gaze of the two guards, 
he moved to the side of Chen Dong, then he dropped his big hand in a condescending 
manner and took Chen Dong’s shoulder, “Yes, we are all fellow officers, right, I am 
happy that such a heavenly pride as Lord Covetous Wolf’s horse harnessed by the side 
of a horse can appear in my Great Hun.” 

“Go, go, go, Master Covetous Wolf, it’s dark and slippery, the wind and snow are crying, 
let’s walk and talk, so we can pour out our hearts!” 

Being held by Kui Gang by the shoulders, he walked out of the Heavenly Wolf 
Courtyard. 

Chen Dong’s expression was gradually cold and stern, killing intent tumbling in his eyes 
…… 

Chapter 1076 

This moment. 

Endless coldness radiated from Chen Dong’s body. 

The appointment with Wang Yu was just around the corner, and he had to take Barbara 
out of the palace as soon as possible. 



However, the sudden appearance of Kui Gang had uncharacteristically acted as a “tiger 
in the way”! 

If he didn’t kill him, the opportunity would be gone! 

At this moment, Kui Gang also sensed the cold killing intent emanating from Chen 
Dong’s body and could not help but wrinkle his eyebrows and tighten his pupils. 

As the number one warrior of the Xiongnu in the past and having enlightened the fifty-
two Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao bodies, he felt such a majestic, vast and undisguised 
killing intent like a man’s back! 

“What does the harnessed horse …… mean by this?” 

Kui Gang’s voice lowered, but secretly he was building up his strength. 

The wind and snow cried. 

The lighted avenue of the royal palace, at this time Chen Dong and Kui Gang but at the 
same time paused in their steps. 

Standing side by side, their figures were stretched out by the light. 

Invisibly, it was as if swords and shadows were suddenly stirring in the darkness of the 
snow and wind. 

As Chen Dong’s killing intent stirred out, a strong wind also fiercely emerged from under 
Kui Gang’s feet, quietly sweeping upwards. 

The killing intent shook. 

The snow and wind in the sky seemed to be silent at this moment. 

However. 

Just as Chen Dong’s gaze slanted, his gaze suddenly stopped. 

“Hm?!” 

Chen Dong’s heart and soul were lifted. 

The afterglow was a glimpse of a handkerchief wrapped around Kui Gang’s hand, only 
that at this moment, Kui Gang was gathering momentum and had already clenched his 
fist, concealing most of the handkerchief. 

But this glimpse was all it took. 



Chen Dong could still instantly tell that the handkerchief did not belong to the hundred 
tribes of the Great Snowy Plain outside the domain! 

There was a huge gap between the styles within and outside the domain! 

Even though he had lost his memory, he was able to recognize it at a glance through 
this bout of discerning the styles of the domain and beyond. 

How could Kui Gang …… have the handkerchiefs of people from within the domain? 

In accordance with the rough and tough folk of the Great Snowy Plains, men seldom 
have too much grooming, and all that is displayed is the primitive and brutal violent 
beauty. 

A handkerchief is a bit feminine for the men of the Snowy Plains. 

Not to mention the fact that Kui Gang was the first warrior of the Huns! 

How could such an iron-blooded and brave man carry a handkerchief with him? 

“This handkerchief of yours, what’s going on?” 

Chen Dong pointed at Kui Gang’s handkerchief. 

As soon as the words left his mouth, a flash of panic abruptly appeared on Kui Gang’s 
stern face. 

His hand subconsciously went behind his back, but he pretended to be calm and 
changed the subject: “Where does the horse harnessed by the side of the horse intend 
to go now?” 

A murderous stirring of swords and shadows. 

But with these two words, it turned into nothing and dissipated into thin air. 

Chen Dong rubbed his nose, gave Kui Gang a profound look, and said with a light 
smile, “I have been studying the Heavenly Wolf Martial Dao Body for too long, and I am 
physically and mentally drained, so I want to go find Barbara and take her out for a 
stroll.” 

This was the only way Chen Dong could think of to leave the royal palace in the most 
secure manner! 

He was aware that although he could walk around freely in the royal palace, and even 
the Hun king had given him the highest authority to enlighten the Heavenly Wolf Martial 
Dao Body. 



But …… after the memory opening was wide open, his relationship with Xixing was not 
so pure. 

How could there be no eyes watching in the dark ……? 

He had told Xixing before that he would keep Barbara company for a few days and take 
her out of the palace for a break, and Xixing wouldn’t be too suspicious if she knew 
about it. 

However, if there was no reason to do so, perhaps if he had just set foot in front of the 
palace gate, Xixing would already know about it. 

“Going out of the palace for a stroll?” 

Kui Gang’s heart was lifted and he was secretly happy. 

He had discussed with Wang Yu that he would wait in hiding at the palace gate today, 
and all he had to do was to get Chen Dong out of the palace. 

After that, things would be out of his hands! 

The strength and overall quality of a team of mercenaries that could be arranged by the 
Great Snow Dragon Riding Army to capture a man, Kui Gang still trusted. 

All he needed to do was to get Chen Dong out of the palace and at the same time hide 
all that he had done. 

It was just that Kui Gang had never thought about what kind of excuse he should use to 
send Chen Dong out of the palace and to the guillotine without being stopped by the 
Hun King and Xixing as much as possible. 

And now Chen Dong’s decision seemed to Kui Gang like a stroke of God, heaven help 
me! 

“Well, Barbara is also too boring in the palace, after all, she is a child, she has to go 
outside to absorb the earthly atmosphere.” 

Chen Dong nodded. 

“Good, indeed it is time to do so, that child is still young and has experienced so much, 
he should go and have more contact with the outside world to benefit his body and 
mind.” 

Kui Gang suddenly firmly agreed with Chen Dong, his brows frowning slightly as he 
hesitantly said, “But this matter, we still have to report it to the princess.” 



Just as Kui Gang was speaking. 

Doubt flickered in Chen Dong’s eyes. 

The transformation before and after Kui Gang could be described as a sea change. 

Something was not right! 

However, Chen Dong had no intention of circling around with Kui Gang more, Wang Yu 
and the others outside the palace were still waiting! 

“I will tell Xixing, if Lord Kui Gang has nothing else to do, then I will leave first.” 

Chen Dong said, turned around and left. 

Kui Gang, however, stood in place and watched Chen Dong walk into the distance. 

As the figure faded into obscurity. 

Amidst the wind and snow, Kui Gang’s body trembled with vague excitement. 

Because of the angle of the light, he could only see the side of his face, but at this 
moment, the corners of his mouth were curled up in a smile of triumph and excitement. 

It was the only smile he had shown in all this time. 

“Heaven has a way for you to go, but hell has no door for you to enter, Greedy Wolf, 
Greedy Wolf, you deserve to die, this has nothing to do with me, I didn’t put in the work!” 

Chen Dong was able to voluntarily walk out of the king’s palace, and Kui Gang could 
even foresee what surprising things would happen when Chen Dong’s feet stepped out 
of the palace gates and into the shadowy corners of the streets. 

And with such a perfect opportunity, after it was done, even if King Xiong and Xixing 
stirred up the heavens to trace it, it would have absolutely nothing to do with him, Kui 
Gang! 

Inside the room. 

Barbara was lying on her back at the window, facing the wind and snow, looking up at 
the starry sky. 

This was what she had done most often since she had entered the royal palace. 

Chen Dong had told her that Abba, Abba and her brother, had turned into stars in the 
sky, so …… she wanted to find them! 



The wind and snow stung, blowing Barbara’s little face raw and even freezing a little 
purple, but Barbara continued to look up at the starry sky as if she was unaware of it. 

“Barbara!” 

Chen Dong’s voice came out. 

Barbara blinked her eyes and suddenly turned around, running towards Chen Dong: 
“Uncle, you’re back.” 

“Mmm.” 

Chen Dong rubbed Barbarian’s hair, then said, “Wear a thick robe, uncle will take you 
out of the palace later.” 

“Really?” 

Ah Barbara’s eyes lit up for a moment and she suddenly took Chen Dong’s hand, “Then 
can uncle take me to the star city where we just entered Xiongnu?” 

After a pause, Barbara’s expression dimmed down, “Barbara wants to go and see the 
alley where brother turned into a star.” 

Chen Dong’s expression sank, and his heart instantly ached so badly that it was like a 
knife cut. 

“Good.” 

Five minutes later. 

Chen Dong led Barbara to Xixing’s room. 

When Chen Dong told him that Barbara wanted to go to Star City to see the alley where 
her brother had passed away, Shying agreed without hesitation and also wanted to go 
along. 

Chen Dong’s heart palpitated for a moment, but shook his head, “It’s fine, just let Ah 
Man and I go alone, don’t forget the last time we both self-served out of the palace, the 
culprit has not been found out yet.” 

The movement of Xixing, who was about to put on her robe, paused for a moment. 

Her eyes looked straight into Chen Dong’s eyes in surprise: “Are you sure …… only you 
and Barbara will go?” 
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Chapter 1077 

He locked eyes with Xie Xing’s. 

Chen Dong’s heart instantly raced, nodding his head in an ancient well on the surface, 
“This will also make it safer, after all, there is Barbarian around this time.” 

Xixing withdrew her gaze and faded her half worn robe back down, pondering, “Well 
then, you have a point, the process of the birth of the Hundred Clans Order was already 
a dark tide in the Xiongnu royal court, so me following you and Barbara would indeed be 
a bit of a liability.” 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment, “You’re not angry?” 

“What am I angry about?” 

Xixing smiled gently and walked in front of Chen Dong and Barbara with displaced lotus 
steps, raising her hand to gently scratch the bridge of Barbara’s nose, “It’s so hard for 
you to keep Barbara company, as long as Barbara is happy, it’s fine ah.” 

Chen Dong looked at the smile on Xixing’s face, his mind was a little complicated. 

However, he still nodded, “Then I will go with Barbara first.” 

After saying that. 

He was then leading Barbara towards the outside. 

When Chen Dong and Barbara left, the smile that had always hung on Xixing’s face 
suddenly disappeared. 

In its place, there was an indescribable deep gaze. 

“Someone!” 

A clear, cold word. 

Soon, outside the room, female guards came in a hurry. 

“Princess, what are your orders?” 

The female escort clasped her fist and bowed. 

Xixing’s face was calm, but her tone was cold: “Master Xixing is going to take Xixing out 
of the palace for a tour, you take a team of escorts to guard secretly.” 



“As ordered.” 

The female escort hurriedly left. 

But Xixing lazily lay on top of the bed, staring at the ceiling, and murmured, “Be good, 
yo.” 

The words were soft, but there was an air of distrustful questioning. 

Even now, Xixing had never been completely at ease with Chen Dong. 

Because this time, the stakes were too high! 

It was a matter of the Huns, a matter of the Hundred Tribes! 

She, the Heavenly Wolf of the Snowy Plains who had single-handedly brought the 
Hundred Clans together, had to be cautious. 

After leaving Xixing’s palace. 

Chen Dong then led Barbara to face the wind and snow, and quickly headed towards 
the palace gate. 

The night was covered with lights. 

Under the cover of the wind and snow, even Chen Dong did not notice that there was a 
figure standing tall at a corner of the palace wall some distance away. 

A blazing gaze was gazing at him and Barbara. 

“Soon …… is going to be successful ah.” Kui Gang murmured in a low voice, his heart 
longing in anticipation. 

As soon as this domainer was captured by that group of mercenaries, the glory that 
once belonged to him would turn around and surround him again in an instant, and even 
more. 

He was the first warrior of the Huns! 

He would also be the star of the Hundred Clans who would soon be heading south, the 
one who would stand up to Huo Zhenxiao, the God of War who reigned over the Great 
Snowy Plain, on the battlefield! 

Just at that moment. 

“Hm?!” 



Kui Gang’s gaze stared, but he saw that a small team seemed to surge out from the 
palace of Xixing like a tidal wave, quickly following the direction Chen Dong and 
Barbara had left. 

“Not good!” 

Kui Gang’s heart thudded as a bad feeling arose. 

If it was a secret escort …… this deal was going to be a disaster! 

Gritting his teeth, Kui Gang hurriedly followed. 

This was a deal between him and Wang Yu, a deal that concerned his return to the 
peak of his former glory once again, a deal that concerned his future. 

Kui Gang would not allow any slip-ups. 

At the necessary moment, as long as he did not expose himself, he did not mind helping 
Wang Yu and the others who were sharpening their swords outside the palace. 

…… 

Meanwhile. 

On the main street outside the palace, the houses along the road were brightly lit, but 
they still could not dispel the darkness in all the corners. 

In these dark corners, there were scattered squatters living in the darkness. 

This is the norm after a very dark night. 

Even in the main street outside the palace, it is inevitable. 

The soldiers in front of the palace gates, not far away, had become accustomed to 
these people squatting in the dark corners and did not drive them away. 

They knew very well that even if they drove them away, they would still come back later. 

Unless, of course, they killed them all. 

But even if they were killed, there would be others who would come here and continue 
to live in the dark corners. 

When the night falls, a hundred ghosts walk around at night. 

All sorts of cruelty and bad things happen all the time in the dark and secluded corners. 



The gates of the palace were guarded by soldiers, so it was clear that the dark corners 
were safer. 

It was to stay alive that these stragglers gathered here. 

“Why haven’t they come out yet?” 

Zhang Chao crouched on the ground, wrapped tightly around the hooded black robe on 
his body, a little anxious. 

“Bear with it, it should be soon.” 

Wang Yu advised, while his gaze was deep as he looked towards the gates of the royal 
palace. 

And to their left and right, there were some dark shadows, hidden in the darkness, no 
different from those stragglers, crouching on the ground, cloaked in snow and shivering. 

These …… were all secret guards! 

For this action today, Wang Yu had gathered the secret guards together early. 

Only, when Wang Yu was looking towards the gate of the royal palace, his heart was 
murmuring silently, “Do your best, what you can do has been done, next, it’s time to die 
for the young master.” 

Subconsciously, Wang Yu reached his right hand under the black robe at his waist and 
felt the pistol at his waist, his heart slightly steadied, then he moved another three 
inches and gripped the hilt of the long knife next to him. 

If he could take the young master with as little rattling as possible, he would naturally be 
happy to do so, so that the chances of the Dark Guard’s men surviving were a little 
better. 

But if it had to be a fight to the death, that was the moment to use hot weapons! 

Suddenly! 

Wang Yu’s gaze froze. 

In his vision, within the gates of the Royal Palace, two figures, one large and one small, 
were rapidly becoming clear in the light of the lamps. 

It was Chen Dong and Barbara. 

Only in surprise, Wang Yu’s gaze fell on Barbara beside Chen Dong, full of doubts. 



Young master …… did not leave three days ago, was it for that little girl? 

“What’s going on?” 

Zhang Chao’s voice rang in his ears. 

At this moment, Zhang Chao, with an unconscious turn of his head, also saw Chen 
Dong and Barbara. 

It was just that compared to Wang Yu’s composure, Zhang Chao was outright puzzled 
out loud. 

Snap! 

Wang Yu raised his hand and pressed Zhang Chao: “Wait and see what happens.” 

At the same time. 

The secret guards around them, who were pretending to be stragglers, had also 
stopped trembling at this moment and were looking towards the gates of the palace. 

The air seemed to freeze. 

The atmosphere was heavy and tense, and it changed dramatically in an instant. 

Inside the gates of the Royal Palace. 

“Uncle slow down, uncle slow down, Barbara can barely keep up.” 

Barbarian could barely keep up with Chen Dong’s steps at a near trot, and could not 
bear it any longer, so he finally spoke up. 

Chen Dong paid no heed, his right hand holding onto Barbara’s small hand as his steps 
flew. 

As he approached the palace gates, the faces of each and every soldier became clear, 
and Chen Dong’s heartbeat could not help but thump faster. 

In sight. 

This lofty and massive palace gate was as if it was the dividing line between two worlds. 

Walk out! 

Only by walking out would there be a chance of taking Barbara away! 



“Why are you leaving the city, Prince-in-waiting?” 

The patrol leader stepped forward and stopped Chen Dong and Barbara’s way. 

Chen Dong pulled out the token that Xixing had just given him and said, “The princess 
promised to let me take the child out for some fun.” 

The patrol leader took a look at the princess token from Xixing and swept a glance at 
Chen Dong, but he stepped aside. 

Everything, everything went surprisingly smoothly! 

Even when Chen Dong walked out of the palace gates with Barbara at a fast pace, 
there was a sense of unreality. 

“Uncle, can you let Barbara rest for a while?” 

Barbarian’s pleading voice rang out. 

Chen Dong’s gaze sank as he glanced at Barbara, who was panting and her little face 
was red, and felt a bit distressed. 

Immediately afterwards, he leaned down and picked Barbara up, “Uncle carry Barbara, 
okay?” 

“Yes!” 

Barbara did not refuse. 

But since he no longer had to worry about Barbara’s pace, Chen Dong took another 
step, but his stride was even more rapid. 

While striding along the main street, Chen Dong’s eyes were burning as he searched 
around. 

He didn’t know where the secret guards would meet him, but the best place to meet 
them …… would be in one of these dark corners. 

For example …… 

Among these stragglers! 

Sure enough. 

Chen Dong’s eyes flashed shrewdly, and in his sight, a figure slowly stood up in a dark 
corner not far away. 



And just at that moment. 

Inside the gates of the Royal Palace. 

The female escort had also arrived behind the palace gates with a small team, only 
following Xixing’s order to protect them secretly, she did not immediately lead them out 
of the palace gates, but spied on them secretly. 

The scene of Chen Dong carrying Barbara and hurrying forward fell into the eyes of the 
female escort, but she was puzzled. 

What was the urgent matter with the prince’s team? 

This did not look like a pleasure trip at all! 

However. 

However, without waiting for her to think about it, a figure slowly stood up in the dark 
corner of the street where Chen Dong was walking. 

This scene made the female escort’s heart flutter. 

She was well aware of the virtues of the stragglers in the Thirteen Cities of the King’s 
Court! 

Chapter 1078 

A group of displaced, hungry and cold people with no status, in the thirteen cities of the 
King’s Court, were a bunch of snakes, insects and rats. 

At the end of their tether, it was no surprise that they would do anything. 

But as soon as the thought started, the guard’s eyes sank and she suppressed the 
impulse. 

This was in front of the gates of the palace, and if this group of stragglers were to act 
recklessly, a butcher’s knife would be waiting for them! 

It was at this moment that the female guard’s pupils suddenly shrank. 

The female guard’s pupils suddenly shrank. 

In her line of sight, she saw that Chen Dong, who was carrying Barbara at a fast pace, 
had made a change in his path, shifting a slight direction, but somewhat towards the 
straggler who had risen. 



The change was so slight that it would have been difficult to notice if she hadn’t been 
paying constant attention. 

After all, even if the two were leaning together, it was a scene that would not occur until 
Chen Dong had stepped out a long distance. 

However, the female escort was ordered to secretly protect Chen Dong, all her attention 
was on Chen Dong at all times, and this tiny change was instantly discerned by the 
female escort when Chen Dong’s body turned slightly. 

Something …… is not right! 

The female guard’s slender sword brows furrowed. 

The thought had just risen. 

Instead, she saw that the stray figure that had stood up first, also turned around 
together with Chen Dong as he changed direction. 

One after the other, the two of them walked quickly towards the distance! 

The female guard’s pupils tightened to the point of no return. 

All her attention fell on the stray figure ahead of Chen Dong. 

The stride was rammed, the dragon walked with a straight back. 

Even if it was just a shadow silhouette, the female guard could not detect the slightest 
hint of the straggler’s despondency at this moment. 

Something was wrong! 

I’m afraid something is wrong! 

In an instant, the guard’s heart rose to her throat. 

But the next scene that occurred was an instant thunderstorm that struck the female 
guard hard. 

In her sight. 

The stragglers who were crouching in the dark corners were getting up. 

Then, they turned around and, like an undercurrent in the darkness, followed the 
direction Chen Dong had gone, and went forward together. 



This …… 

The female guard’s body shook, and her scalp immediately tingled. 

The female guard’s heartbeat banged faster as she looked at the scene on the street. 

Whether it was Chen Dong, or that black figure, all of them had hurried steps. 

The rapid forward, but some of the stragglers “hundred ghosts night walk” look. 

But how could …… the harnessed horse be mixed up with those stragglers? 

What’s more, each and every one of those figures, the posture of the dragon walking 
tiger, are not half of the appearance of the stragglers. 

In a flash of lightning. 

The female escort could not care less about Xixing’s admonition. 

She took the lead and rushed out of the palace gates with a loud shout, “Stay where 
you are, Prince in Law!” 

She was followed by the small team she had brought with her. 

The shout was like rolling thunder, echoing through the main street and drowning out 
the sound of the wind and snow. 

It also attracted the stragglers in the street, who looked sideways to watch. 

Chen Dong’s face sank, hesitating whether to stop or not. 

It was at this moment. 

“Young master, go!” 

Wang Yu, who was walking at the front, let out a loud shout and suddenly turned around 
directly, carrying a gust of wind with him, sweeping past Chen Dong and Barbara, and 
directly rushing past Zhang Chao and the rest of the secret guards. 

Wang Yu quickly pulled out a pile of Hun money from his arms and scattered it brazenly 
into the air, “Come and grab it all!” 

“Money, money!” 

“Come and grab it, come and grab it, there’s money to be picked up, Heavenly Wolf is 
on top, there’s help, there’s help!” 



“Shit, it’s all mine, it’s all mine!” 

…… 

In the snap of a finger, the stragglers, who had been crouching in the dark corners, 
seemed to have gone mad and pounced on the Hun money that was flying and falling 
from the sky. 

They were originally people wandering like dead dogs in the thirteen cities of the king’s 
court, without status or position, even starving and cold, and could die in some dark 
corner at any time. 

Money! 

It was important to them. 

In their desperation, they could ignore everything! 

Just like now. 

A crowd of stragglers, attracted by money, swarmed into the street, but formed an 
impenetrable wall of people. 

The female guards and the small group that had hurriedly arrived were stopped in their 
tracks. 

“Get out of the way, get out of the way!” 

The female guard looked fierce and her chest was seething with anger. 

She pushed a few stragglers out of her way and tried to go after them, but as soon as 
she pushed them down, they once again struggled to get up like animals, kneeling on 
the ground and desperately grabbing money, and continued to block her path as well. 

The small group of soldiers beside her did the same. 

In the chaos, the female guard looked at Chen Dong and the tide of black people who 
were rapidly moving away, and instantly her face shifted red and white. 

“Something’s wrong, something big has happened!” 

Phew …… phew …… 

It was also at a time when the streets were in chaos. 



A sound of horses neighing came violently from the direction Chen Dong and the others 
were heading. 

The neighing rushed to the sky, completely breaking the silence on this street. 

Followed closely by. 

A rumble …… 

The ground vaguely trembled and a roar sounded. 

Chen Dong’s pupils suddenly tightened, and in his vision, he saw a bountiful and 
handsome horse in the alleyway between the houses on the slant of the street, hissing 
and rushing out. 

“Young master, get on your horse!” 

Wang Yu caught up with Chen Dong and let out a shout, followed by a piercing whistle 
as he put his right hand in his mouth. 

At the same time. 

Behind him, Zhang Chao and the rest of the secret guards followed suit and let out an 
ear-piercing whistle. 

The whistle was like a call to arms. 

After rushing out of the alleyway, the horses rushed towards Chen Dong and the others. 

Wang Yu stepped forward and tugged on the reins of one of the horses. 

Chen Dong leapt into the air and mounted the horse. 

In a flash of lightning, he ripped off his belt and tied Barbara tightly in his arms, then 
turned his horse around and charged towards the southern gate of the Xiongnu City. 

Wang Yu and the other guards quickly mounted their horses and spurred their horses 
on, encircling Chen Dong in the centre of the city. 

It was all too fast, too fast! 

So fast that the soldiers at the gates of the palace were frozen in their tracks. 

So fast that the female guards, who had been stopped by the stragglers, were in a state 
of despair and fear. 



Until Chen Dong and the others disappeared from sight on their horses and whips, the 
stragglers around them had not yet dispersed. 

“Report it, report it, report it!” 

The female guard’s face was pale to the core, she did not expect that a secret escort 
would turn into such “bad news”! 

The Prince-in-law had escaped! 

The first warrior of the Huns had escaped! 

The General of the Hundred Clans of the South had escaped! 

The man who had just been enshrined in the history of the Xiongnu and whose statue 
had been erected on a monument, now …… had run away! 

This moment, the female guard was terrified to the extreme, covered with bad chills, like 
a female madman, stumbled and rushed towards the palace gate. 

For her, this is like a catastrophe! 

Rumble …… 

The quiet streets. 

The wind and snow were howling, the horses were running wild and the roar was loud. 

Fortunately, as night fell, there were not many Huns on this street, only a lot of 
stragglers to watch. 

But no stragglers dared to approach such an imposing and turbulent herd of horses. 

“Heave, heave, heave ……” 

The horses galloped wildly, but Wang Yu and the other secret guards still felt that the 
speed was too slow, and desperately pumped the horses for more speed. 

And Chen Dong, who was protected by the secret guards in the centre, was also clear 
about the situation in front of him. 

He had already escaped! 

But escaping from the royal palace was only the first step, the second step was to 
escape from the royal city, the third step was to escape from the blockade line of the 



twelve star cities that surrounded the royal city, and beyond that there were 
unpredictable dangers and crises. 

Now that we’ve done that, we’ll have to fight tooth and nail to seek this ray of hope! 

“Uncle, I… Where are we going here? Don’t want Auntie anymore?” 

Barbara hugged Chen Dong tightly with both hands, her head buried in Chen Dong’s 
arms, and asked in a frightened and uncertain manner, even her voice trembled with 
fear. 

What had just happened was too fast and too sudden. 

So much so that Barbara, who was so young, was scared silly, and only then did she 
slowly react. 

Chen Dong faced the wind and snow and looked down at Barbara, his voice gentle but 
filled with indescribable determination: “Uncle, take you to the starry sky that belongs to 
uncle!” 

Winner Takes All Chapter 1079-1080 

Chapter 1079 

Rumble …… 

The horses galloped wildly, roaring to the ground. 

“Hurry up, all of you hurry up!” 

Wang Yu was sitting on the horses with a cold expression at this time, his horse whip in 
his hand fiercely smacking the horses, his cold expression was even a bit grim in the 
tension. 

There was no way out! 

There was nothing else he could do, except for this way of surviving in death and 
breaking out of the Huns! 

If Chen Dong had merely strayed into Xiongnu, he had a thousand and one ways to 
take Chen Dong away. 

But even Wang Yu didn’t know whether this was heaven’s favour or heaven’s wrath 
coming down on him. Chen Dong arrived in Xiongnu and actually, in a short period of 
time, gained a supreme glory that even the Xiongnu themselves had never gained in 
thousands of years of Xiongnu history. 



Glory upon glory, a halo surrounding him, the attention of all! 

Such an identity, such a status, this radiance, even in the midst of the extreme night, 
doomed Chen Dong to the point where he simply could not manage to hide unnoticed. 

The heavenly opportunity to escape three days ago was missed. 

In the past three days, Wang Yu and his guards had racked their brains, but they could 
only think of this stupid way of fighting for their lives in the midst of death! 

Without the heavenly opportunity to escape, Chen Dong’s every move would be under 
the gaze of all eyes, so what else could be done but to break in? 

“Hurry up, all those who want to live, hurry up!” 

Wang Yu grimaced, growling and roaring. 

As the leader of the dark guards, all he could do at this moment was to make the whole 
team speed up to the limit as much as possible. 

Only then could he make a time difference! 

Before the Xiongnu royal court reacted, they would rush out of the Xiongnu royal city in 
a brutal and violent manner. 

As for the chain of twelve star cities encircling the King’s City star city, Wang Yu had no 
expectations at all of being able to rush out with a time difference in a brutal manner. 

After breaking out of the King’s City, what awaited them was bound to be a blood-
soaked breakout to nine deaths! 

If they break out, they will have to go through the snowy plains and raise their horses. 

If they don’t, they will all have to die! 

Just as Chen Dong and his guards were rushing towards the southern gate of the 
Xiongnu city, they were in the middle of the Xiongnu palace. 

But in the Hun king’s palace, the mountains were already roaring and the sea was 
completely exploding! 

“Greedy Wolf …… you have wronged me, deceived me, betrayed me, ah ……” 

In the princess’s palace, Xixing’s miserable and painful cries exploded like thunder 
rolling. 



Inside the room. 

She was sitting on the floor, disoriented, with tears streaming down her face, but her 
eyes were dull and empty, as if she had become a walking corpse, except for the tears 
in her beautiful eyes, which could not be restrained from gushing out. 

Her body trembled and her lips quivered. 

At this moment, Xixing’s face was as pale as it could be. 

On the ground, it was still a wreck. 

When the female guards brought back the news, Shying’s entire body was 
dumbfounded, followed by monstrous shame and anger. 

In a short moment, she smashed everything she could in front of her. 

But it was still impossible to vent the shame and monstrous anger in her heart. 

The man she had chosen! 

The man to whom she had given everything, even herself, was now leaving so 
decisively on horseback. 

It was as if a great sword had fallen from the sky, splitting Xixing to pieces in an instant. 

All the work she had done was not enough for the slightest hint of affection! 

In the midst of shame and monstrous anger, a great fear swept over Xie Xing. 

Chen Dong’s sudden escape was not just directed at her. 

It had instantly thrown the entire royal court, the entire Huns, into the crosshairs! 

The triple crown had been bestowed by her father against the tide of opposition from the 
Huns, and the red colours were still wrapped around Chen Dong’s statue in the royal 
court square. 

Chen Dong’s escape at this time was a terrible humiliation for all the Huns! 

It was a severe slap in the face to the Huns’ royal court! 

Once the news leaked out, the people’s grievances would rise up like a sword from the 
sky, tearing the heavens apart. 



The truth that water can carry a boat as well as overturn it will then be demonstrated to 
the fullest extent in the Xiongnu court! 

And what will the hundred tribes think of the Xiongnu when the man she has carefully 
chosen to fight against the God of War, Huo Zhenxiao, escapes at night? 

If it had worked well, it would have been possible to maintain the plan of the hundred 
tribes to join forces in the south. 

But if something goes wrong, it will be a total loss, a complete and utter collapse! 

The Hundred will then nail the Hun court to a pillar of shame! 

It’s over! 

It’s over! 

It’s going to kill the Huns! 

In a flash of lightning, Xixing’s thoughts raced, taking into account all the consequences. 

She lifted her right hand and wiped the tears from her face, only to have her eyes rage 
with tears again as soon as she wiped them away. 

But at this moment, Shying’s pale face was full of determination and coldness. 

Get it back! 

We have to get him back! 

Even if it meant death, the body of that heartless man must be left within the borders of 
the Huns! 

That way, the damage could be minimised! 

At this moment, Xixing no longer even had the luxury of hoping that Chen Dong would 
stay in Xiongnu and become a sharp sword to counteract the War God Huo Zhenxiao’s 
southward march in the future when the Hundred Clans went south. 

Even if she was foolish enough to escape at this moment, she should have realized that 
Chen Dong had recovered some of his memories and had been picked up! 

All she asked was that Chen Dong’s body be left behind in Xiongnu! 

On the one hand, she would be able to give the people of Xiongnu an account that was 
not an account. 



Secondly, it can also avoid the disgraceful image of Xiongnu among the hundred tribes. 

What’s more crucial is that …… the man she can’t have, she will never allow it to 
become the second township city after Huo Zhenxiao to stop the Hundred Clans when 
they go south in the future! 

The pros and cons, in an instant, Xie Xing considered everything! 

When Xie Xing arrived at the King of Xiongnu’s palace in his thin clothes, despite the 
wind and snow, he saw that the King of Xiongnu was also dressed in thin clothes, sitting 
despondently on his throne. 

By the light of the lamp. 

He could even see that in a short time, the King had aged to the point of dying, and his 
tiger eyes were bleak and full of tears. 

This looked like a tidal wave of guilt to Shying, his heart was like a knife and his body 
was like a fire. 

With a poof! 

Xixing knelt heavily on the ground and cried out in despair, “Father, this is all a big 
mistake that Xixing has made!” 

The desolate and desperate cries echoed in the king’s hall. 

But the King of Xiongnu at this moment was indifferent and looked askance at Xixing, 
then waved his hand and said breathlessly, “It’s just that …… the King has already 
ordered the whole city to be sealed off, let the army suppress and block the news He 
must die in Xiongnu!” 

The Xiongnu king’s indifferent and feeble response added to Shying’s guilt, shame and 
anger. 

She fell completely limp to the ground, her body trembling and howling. 

And with a command from the Hun King. 

The entire Xiongnu royal palace’s various agencies went straight into top-notch wartime 
status. 

A king’s decree was sent out directly, and in the midst of this extremely cold night, not 
only did the Xiongnu Palace explode. 

The royal city blew up too! 



And so did the twelve star cities! 

With the order to seal the city, the four gates of the Xiongnu royal city were closed as 
quickly as possible. 

But Chen Dong and his guards, who were running towards the southern gates, had no 
idea that ahead of them, instead of the gates opening wide, was …… a dead end! 

Chapter 1080 

As the King of Xiongnu’s royal decrees were issued one by one. 

The entire thirteen Hun cities were abuzz and exploded. 

A top-notch wartime state. 

This was the only time in recent years that the Xiongnu royal court had mentioned such 
a wartime rank when Huo Zhenxiao had destroyed a city with one man, one gun and 
one horse, and had strangled the Qilian Mountains. 

And now, once again, it has appeared. 

Neither the army generals nor the city lords of the Twelve Star Cities dared to be the 
least bit careless at this moment. 

With the speed of a thunderstorm, orders were quickly distributed. 

Seal off the city! 

It wasn’t just the Xiongnu King City that was sealed! 

It was also the twelve Star Cities, and the chain of siege between them! 

When the order to seal the cities was given, the entire thirteen Hun cities were formed 
into a barrel formation, surrounded by layers and layers, completely and utterly 
desperate. 

Not only that. 

What Shying Xing could consider, the Hun King could naturally consider as well. 

As the thirteen cities were sealed off, a vast army, too, left their barracks and poured 
onto the streets, imposing an instant curfew on the thirteen cities in a domineering 
gesture! 

In other words, all Huns, where they were, were not allowed to enter or leave! 



Even the displaced people were restricted to fixed areas by the army. 

The people of the Thirteen Cities exploded in public opinion at once. 

The noise, the shouting, the chattering, echoed in every district at this time, soaring into 
the sky, plunging the Thirteen Cities of the Huns into a “bustle” never seen before in the 
dead of night. 

It even overshadowed the snow and the wind and covered everything. 

With an immediate curfew, public discontent rose to the sky. 

From the barracks of the Xiongnu royal city, the most elite troops of the Xiongnu army 
rushed to the four gates. 

No one could be sure exactly which gate Chen Dong and the dark guards would storm 
out of the city from. 

The best thing to do was to block the four gates of the King’s City completely! 

At the same time. 

The elite armies of the twelve star cities also set off, gathering outside the King’s City 
with the mighty force of the stars. 

This night. 

No, to be precise, it was in the middle of the day during this very night. 

The whole of the thirteen Hun cities were on alert, completely and utterly blown up! 

And inside the King’s City. 

At that moment the horses were running wildly, making an appalling noise all the way. 

The frightened stragglers all around, fled in droves. 

Chen Dong and a group of secret guards, did not know what was happening in Xiongnu 
at this moment, they could only hear the clamour that rose up to the sky, enough to tear 
the firmament of the night. 

At this moment, no one spoke, even Wang Yu, the leader of the dark guards, kept his 
mouth shut. 

Everyone was waving their whips and driving their horses to speed up! 



It was clear to everyone that only by using the fastest speed and rushing out of the Hun 
kingdom would they have a chance of survival. 

Otherwise …… would be ten deaths and no life! 

Barbara was lying in Chen Dong’s arms in fear and anxiety, her little face as pale as 
paper, her clear eyes filled with fear. 

What was before her eyes made her instinctively fearful. 

But when she felt the embrace that enveloped her body, and the warmth that was so 
comforting, Barbara felt a sense of security and did not cry out in terror to the extreme. 

She knew that with her uncle there, she would be there, and that he would not abandon 
her. 

And she, too, was willing to follow her uncle to the world of the stars that belonged to 
him. 

After all, no matter which starry sky Uncle had said, Abba and Abba and Brother were 
always in the sky watching over Little Barbara. 

Barbara slowly lifted her head, the fierce wind blowing her eyes into slits as they blinked 
incessantly. 

Even so, at this moment, amidst the wind and snow and lights, Chen Dong’s cold to the 
extreme, knife-like face was etched into Barbara’s narrow vision. 

This glance made Barbara’s heart feel very solid and a little less afraid of fear. 

The Huns’ palace. 

The crowds were swarming. 

Everyone was moving as fast as they could. 

Both the King of Xiongnu and Xixing were doing their best to block the news and 
suppress it, trying to reduce the consequences of Chen Dong’s escape to the weakest 
possible level, so nine out of ten of these people in a hurry did not know what had 
actually happened. 

But the King of Huns’ order cannot be disobeyed! 

When the King’s order was given, even if they died, they had to die with their brains in 
the ground! 



The entire Xiongnu palace. 

The only person who could be described as relaxed at this moment was perhaps Kui 
Gang! 

He could even be described as overwhelmed, overjoyed and excited. 

The wind and snow howled. 

The night was dark and the palace was brightly lit. 

Kui Gang was alone, slowly following the path faintly revealed under the snow, 
comfortably enjoying the wind and snow battering him as he walked in the direction of 
the Heavenly Wolf Courtyard. 

There were people in a hurry all around, servants, officials, generals …… 

At this moment, no one could remain calm and maintain their usual poise and 
demeanor. 

Kui Gang strolled forward, sizing up everyone, which gave him the feeling of viewing the 
stragglers in the streets. 

Unhurried! 

It was as if all the bad anger that had been pent up in his chest had been spilled out at 
this moment. 

Even if he could pretend to be solemn and serious when facing people, as soon as he 
turned his back on them, he could not stop the corners of his mouth from turning up. 

He did not see everything in the street outside the gates of the palace. 

For he was following the female escort and the escort squad. 

While the female escort and the escort squad were hidden behind the gates of the 
palace, he was some distance apart, inside the palace. 

So, he could not see outside, but he could see the female escort and the escort squad. 

The female escorts, who were staggering in haste, and the soldiers, who seemed to be 
blown away, were all witnessed by Kui Gang. 

The scene in front of the palace gate also made Kui Gang certain that the trading plan 
had really worked! 



As for the aftermath, he did not want to care. 

Without revealing himself, the final outcome did not affect him in any way. 

The group of mercenaries had taken Chen Dong away, and he sat back and enjoyed his 
return to his former glory. 

The group of mercenaries didn’t take Chen Dong away, and he wouldn’t lose the 
slightest bit, anyway. …… was already like that. 

“Mercenaries, come on! Make sure to take that scum away, if you can’t, you must kill 
him even before you die!” 

Kui Gang’s footsteps were brisk, the corners of his mouth couldn’t be restrained from 
rising as he murmured with a smile, “But a group of mercenaries killing that scum in the 
chaos, I guess it’s still a bit difficult, there’s no way my Hun elite will give them that 
many chances, and that group of mercenaries are the ones who took that scum, once I 
let that scum survive, my current situation won’t change in the slightest, and my once 
glory won’t return. ” 

“So O Heavenly Wolf, please bless them with a smooth escape from the Huns, and let 
that scumbag return to the Great Snow Dragon Riding Army so that he can be 
beheaded by Huo Zhenxiao’s military law!” 

As he spoke. 

Kui Gang had even conjured up an image of Chen Dong returning to the Great Snow 
Dragon Riding Army and being beheaded in public by Huo Zhenxiao for the crime of 
being a traitor under the watchful eyes of 300,000 Great Snow Dragon Riding Army. 

This made Kui Gang soothed and satisfied to the extreme at this moment! 

Only, he did not know that the capture Wang Yu spoke of was in fact a rescue! 

Meanwhile. 

The road was windy, tearing the wind and splitting the snow. 

Chen Dong and his secret guards finally arrived at the south gate of the King’s City as 
fast as they could. 

However, before they reached the city gate, Chen Dong and his guards had already 
noticed the blinding lights in front of the South City Gate. 

The blinding lights were like the sun, illuminating the area of the South City Gate as 
bright as daylight. 



This caused everyone’s heart to sink. 

A sense of foreboding swept over everyone’s heart. 

And as they quickly approached the city gates, their vision became clear. 

The towering walls of the city looked like a dragon stretching across it. 

And the lofty gates, which had been open day and night as they were remembered, 
were tightly closed, like a broken dragon stone, forging this direction into a dead end! 

Despair instantly overwhelmed everyone! 

Chen Dong’s face was sullen, his eyes stirring with hostility: “Is this the end?” 

“Too slow, too slow after all!” 

Wang Yu’s eyes were red as he stared at the deadly closed city gates, gritting his teeth. 

Suddenly, he drew the pistol and long knife at his waist and let out an explosive roar 
that shot up to the sky. 

“Dark Guards, listen to the order, charge to your death!” 

 


